The orphaned Violet, Klaus, and Sunny have the worst luck ever.  If you seek happy endings, read another!

Leo is the only student brave enough to befriend Stargirl.

The Queen of Attolia, humiliated by Gen's theft of an ancient artifact and his tauntings, enacts revenge by capturing Gen and cutting off his right hand.  What results is war.  Sequel to *The Thief*.

As a thirteen-year-old girl in India, Koly has no choice but to marry a sickly boy as her parents have arranged.

For more information, visit OYAN on the Web:
http://www.olaweb.org/oyan
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The mysterious game John Watson brings to town takes Kit into the depth of danger.

All Harley wants is the truth: who are my real parents?

Four decades of skateboarding in words and pictures.

Sophie is sailing across the Atlantic - and discovers it is hard to hide secrets on the wide open sea.

Though Colie lost fifty pounds, her self image hasn't improved...until one magical summer in North Carolina.

Tears and heartache, pain and surprise, life is funny that way.
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Though Colie lost fifty pounds, her self image hasn't improved...until one magical summer in North Carolina.

Tears and heartache, pain and surprise, life is funny that way.
Some things Uncle Max shouldn't try to fix. Like Joy's life!

Holt, Kimberly Willis. *When Zachary Beaver Came to Town*, 1999.
Summer is pretty boring for Toby and Cal until the 'Fattest Boy in the World' comes to town.

Marnie's kindness arouses suspicion among the villagers who now believe she is a witch. Will the test of the iron bar prove her innocence?

Moses and his sister struggle to define who they are and what they will become.

Edgeview Alternative School is the place where troublemakers like Martin are sent after everything else has failed.

Can Rosie defy the curse of the evil fairy, Pernicia, on her 21st birthday, death by spinning wheel?

What am I doing here? Francine, Katchoo and David try to figure it out in this graphic novel series of life as a teenager.

At the bragging of her father, Saskia is forced to do the impossible, upon penalty of death, spinning a dress of gold.

Georgia dreams that the Sex God, Robbie, will dump his girlfriend and fall madly in love with her. Is that too much to ask?!

Raw and powerful poetry from the slain rapper.

Mary Elizabeth (who would rather be called Lola) despises her newly acquired, boring, suburban life and creates a crazy past in her attempt to defeat the ever-popular and annoying Carla Santini.
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